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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Electric vehicle (EV) has gained incredible interest from the past two decade
as one of the hopeful greenhouse gasses solution. The number of Electric
Vehicle (EV) is increasing around the world; hence that making EVs user
friendly becomes more important. The main challenge in usage of EV is the
charging time required for the batteries used in EV. As a consequence, this
subject matter has been researched in many credentials where a wide range
of solutions have been proposed. However those solutions are in nature due
to the complex hardware structure. To provide an unswerving journey
an Android application based charging optimization is proposed.
This application is aimed at giving relevant information about the EV’s
battery state of charge (SOC), accurate location of the EV, booking of the
charging slots using token system and route planner. At emergency
situations, an alternative service is provided by mobile charging stations.
Route planner indicates the temperature by which prediction of reaching the
destination can be done. In addition to that nearest places such as parks,
motels are indicated. The estimated time and distance between the electric
vehicle and the charging station is calculated by the charging station server
according to which the parking lot is allocated. Vehicle to charging station
communication is established for the time estimation of charging. This will
help the EV users to know about charge status and charging station, which
support fast charging method and availability of the station on the go
and also when to charge their EV. The Arduino UNO board has been used
for the hardware part. The hardware results are confirming the conceptual of
the proposed work.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional cars produce a lot of carbon dioxide (CO 2) emissions that are ejected into the
atmosphere, causes pollution and greenhouse gases [1]. Today, electric vehicles (EVs) have received much
attention as an alternative to traditional vehicles. The traditional vehicles are powered by internal combustion
engines. The electric vehicle is developed because of the advancement in battery technology and motor
efficiency. The secondary batteries are the main energy sources of the EV. Thus, energy management is the
key factor in EV or Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) [2] design. Moreover, the charge capacity of the battery
will influence the endurance of electric vehicles. The main challenge in the HEV is the charging time
required for the batteries and insufficiency of charging stations (CS) [3] and therefore charging within
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existing distribution system infrastructure is problematic. Up to now the HEV’s CS is in the range of 100 km
per charge due to the onboard energy which is need to be optimized. The second challenge for the EV’s is
their battery capacity which ranges from 8.6KWh to 15.2KWh. The consequent disadvantage is that the
charging time for above mentioned size, in a level 1 household charger (120V, 50Hz, 15-20A) is more than
15 hours. Due to these constraints, the vendor (EV charging station supplier) needs a convenient distribution
system to cater to customer demand as well as maximize benefits. A special attention must be given to the
charging station [4]. In future, the number of electric vehicles will be increasing to a greater extent, these
electric vehicles have to re-charge their battery in a place (i.e.) charging station, so there will be a growing
need of public accessing charging stations. This will have a significant impact on the power systems like
transformers, protection devices etc. With respect to the varying load, it will have an impact on the
consumers and vendors due to the traffic at these station, waiting time for charging the vehicles will increase
etc. Therefore to improve all these factors there should be a proper monitoring systems to monitor them, like
the smart grid technologies monitoring the load on the power grids [5-8]. Therefore both the consumer
and vendor will get assistance from a communication system which shares useful data regarding the charging
station, whether the charging slots are free, rate at which charging is done, cost per unit etc. This is basically
what is known as vehicle to grid communication (V2G).
The objective is to develop an application it connects the user and vendor. The added feature in the
developed application is the vendor can sell their entity through the means of bidding process. It can be done
by adding the charging station on an online GPS map, so that the viewer can choose the closest station based
on the cost per unit.Kennel et al. [9] literature an energy management system for the smart grids including
the Full Electric Vehicles (FEV) integration. Moreno-Muñozetet al. [10] literature the possible solutions to
integrate the control, monitoring and the protection functions in the distribution automation functions. A
synchronization technology was developed and tested by synchronization test and measurement test
[11]-[12]. Gungoret al. [13] and Parikh et al. [14] literature some opportunities and challenges to the wireless
sensor area in the smart grids. Sabbahet al. [15] literature a survey of this communication technology in the
smart grids. There are research pointed in the MLI based PWM schemes and it may be extended in EV area
by care the battery [35-36]. In the proposed idea the mobile application is used to show the details of the
electric vehicle and it is communicated to the charging station server. The charging station server indicates
the availability of the parking slots to the users so that they can prefer the charging stations. This helps the
EV users to save their time. Outline of Electric Vehicle shown in Figure 1 and android application main
modules and functionalities as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Outline of Electric Vehicle

2.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system architecture is mainly developed for the convenience of the electric vehicle
users. The main modules and functionalities are illustrated in Figure 3.
2.1. Battery Performance Analysis
The critical components of the battery are energy density, charging time, life time and cost. Of all
these charging time has a stronger dependency on the battery performance. The control parameters of the
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charging process is voltage, current, temperature, input energy and output energy. The charging time
and discharging time of a battery is calculated using the equation (1) and (2).
(1)
(2)
The discharging rate is also affected by the C-rate.C rate is the rate in amperes, while nC rate will
discharge a battery in 1/n hours. For example, a rate of C/2 will discharge a battery in 2 hours, and a rate of
5C will discharge a battery in 0.2 hours. For a 2 Ah battery, the C/5 rate is 400 mA, while its 5C rate is 10 A.
As mentioned before, C depends on battery discharge current rate according to Peukert’s equation. The
peukert’s condition is that in which the discahrging of the batteries will be faster than estimated. The
Peukert’s equation is shown in the equation (3).
(3)
For a lead acid battery, the Peukert constant can range from 2.0 to 1.0 depending on manufacturing
technology. Lithium ion batteries supports the charging temperature of 0˚C to 45˚C (32˚F to 113˚F) and
discharging temperature of -20˚C to 60˚C (-4˚F to 140˚F). No charging is permitted below freezing point.
There will be good charging and discharging performance at higher temperatures but the life of the battery
will be affected.

Figure 2. Android application main modules and functionalities
2.2. EV Charging Module
2.2.1. House- hold Charging point: This is a simple household charging point where the EV is plugged into
standard socket in the residential building, the input varies from country to country for example 240 volts
(in INDIA), 120volts (in USA). It takes more than 4-11 hours of charging with the expected power level of
1.4KW (12A) for a battery capacity of 5-15Kwh the EV to its full capacity, but when compared to other
levels of charging this is easiest and cheapest way of charging the EV [16-20].
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2.2.2. Public Charging Stations: This is best suited and normal way of charging the EVs, as these
hasspecial equipment which provides a high level of safety. These used in public places to charge the EVs.
They can be of two types either conductive or inductive. The conductive type is further classified in two butt
type, pin and s sleeve types. For the level 2 charging the input is 400volts (in India), 240volts (in USA)
and the expected power level is 4KW (17A). It takes about 1-4 hours for charging the battery with the
capacity of 5-15KWh [17].
2.3. Range Prediction
It provides guidance to the CS with the possibility of reserving a charging slot using the range
charging assistant function. Based on the battery state-of-charge (SoC) [20-25], and remaining distance, the
system can calculate the minimum energy required in the batteries and it indicates the driver whether the
destination can be reached or not with the present SOC. So that the users can make it possible to reach the
desired destination or they can plan to reach the nearest CS. The range prediction can be estimated using the
formula given in Distance estimation in Chapter 3.
2.4. Emergency Call
The Emergency call system paves the way to access the mobile charging station. It is accessed when
the nearest charging station cannot be reached. When the EV’s battery SOC is very low, the EV’s location
will be sent to the mobile charging stations. The SOC and DOD is defined by the following
equations (4) and (5).
(

⁄

)

(4)
(5)

Where
is the charge available before discharging of the battery.
of the battery.
is the Depth of Discharge

is the charge during discharging

2.5. External Interface System
The Battery SOC, speed and the temperature must be communicated to the android application via
Bluetooth. Bluetooth is preferred because it can communicate up to the distance of 100 meters. So that we
can achieve the prediction of reaching the destination [26-28].
2.6. Points of Interest
Information related to points of interest (POI) is preloaded on the system, such that the driver can
perform a quick search for any desired POI near the present location. This information is also used for
guidance to FEV battery charging points that remain at a predefined distance [29-30].
2.7. Parking Places
Information associated with available parking places and remote reservation of EVs battery charging
slots [30-34]. And the nearest parks and motels are also indicated.

3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Monitoring the Battery Voltage
Hardware implementation includes the connection of battery with the Arduino UNO board and then
monitoring the voltage of the battery. In this the battery is connected to one end of the voltage divider and the
other end of the voltage divider is connected to the pin A0 of the Arduino UNO board.
The ground pin is connected to the negative terminal of the battery. In this the voltage of 9V battery
is measured and it is displayed in the PC using the serial port which has the baud rate of 9600. The voltage
measured is 4.85V for a 9V battery. The battery voltage is measured using the voltage divider rule. Then the
battery SOC is measured. The SOC is measured using the coulomb counting method. This method is easy
and accurate. The connection of 9v Battery to the Arduino UNO is shown in the above Figure 3.
The Battery’s Voltage is measured using the equation
(

)

(6)
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Ratio =

⁄

(7)

Figure 3. Monitoring the battery voltage

Figure 4. Battery SOC-Display

3.2. Arduino-Bluetooth Interface
The Figure 5a shows the interfacing ofthe Bluetooth Module to arduino for receiving the battery
voltage from the arduino to android mobile.The key pin of the Bluetooth module is connected to the 3.3V of
the arduino board, the VCC pin is connected to the 5V pin of the arduino. The TX pin of the Bluetooth
module is connected with the RX pin of the arduino board. The RX pin of the Bluetooth module is connected
with the TX pin of the arduino board. The battery SOC is communicated to the android via the Bluetooth
module. The Bluetooth module used here is HC-05. It supports the baud rate 9600. The SOC is then
displayed in the android is shown in Figure 5b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5(a) Arduino-Bluetooth Interface, (b) Output Display on Android Application

Table 1. Comparison Table for SOC
Theoretical
Battery
Present
Voltage
0
0
0
0
0

Charging
Time
15
13
10
9
3

Test Work Bench

SOC

Voltage

1.27%
1.08%
75.76%
73.41%
100%

0.06
0.05
3.79
3.67
5
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Battery
Present
Voltage
0
0
0
0
0

Charging
Time
15
13
10
9
3

SOC

Voltage

1.20%
0.90%
74.90%
72.6%
99.98%

0.04
0.02
3.3
3.1
4.85
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3.3.

Algorithm for Route Prediction
Charging Station Selection server (CSS) traces the instantaneous location of a vehicle and taps the
range available with it. It proposes all the charging stations covering the limit.CSS communicates with other
vehicles to determine the road traffic and gives an approximate time and charge remaining, until a specific
charging station is reached. It also suggests an alternate route to the nearest charging station in case of heavy
traffic. The driver chooses the charging type and blocks a slot considering least waiting time. The CSS uses
mobile network to communicate with the vehicle and CSs. It also proposes the current metering scheme at
particular CS and compares with other CS price. It also can be done through a demand based metering
system where EVs will be charged according to peak time and peak load.

3.4. Distance Estimation
Speed, Battery pack KW rating, driving conditions, aerodynamics, vehicle weight, hills, temperature, driving
styles and several others play a vital role in the distance perdiction. Here the Batttery pack KW rating and the speed is
considered for the distance estimation. The equations (8), (9) and (10) are used for the distance estimation.

(8)

⁄

⁄

(

⁄

)

(9)
(10)

4.

CONCLUSION
The main aim is to develop an android application for the electric vehicle users. It mainly
concentrates on measuring the battery state of charge. After measuring the SOC it must be communicated to
the android application via the Bluetooth module (HC-05). An algorithm must be developed in order to
predict whether the destination can be reached with the current state of charge in the electric vehicles battery.
And to evaluate this Google maps are integrated with the temperature according to that also the prediction of
reaching the destination can be done. The charging station serves the electric vehicles based on the token
system so requesting for the token in the charging station is also included in the android application. Mainly
the android application was developed for the convenience of electrical users. For the future implementation
the bidding process can be used in the allocation of parking lot to the electrical users.
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